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The Original Question

“What are the canonical forces 
that influence an organization’s 

willingness to be part of an 
extended enterprise?”

© 2011, Stevens Institute of 
Technology
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Eight years, 15 pounds, a lot of grey hair and 1.5 million records later,
I have an answer

“What if the organizations 
are not motivated by 
economic forces?”

See neoclassical economics THAT’s harder to explain!
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Problem and Significance

• Problem
― Networks of autonomous organizations often fail to achieve their public goals because their 

members fail to cooperate 

― We lack sound, theory-based approaches and methods explaining the foundational forces
supporting voluntary cooperation within SoS

• Significance 
― Taxpayers concerned about effectiveness and efficiency of proliferating “whole of government” 

efforts. Important SoS-level goals may suffer in:

o Government at all levels: No “market forces” to punish defectors

o Scientific research: Incentives strongly favor self-regarding agents

o Integration of autonomous machines with humanity (Bonnefon, Shariff and Rahwan 2016 in the 24 
June issue of Science)

―Systems engineers can only help if they understand:
o How to study cooperation

o Why, when and how to leverage cooperation in daily human affairs

o Why, when and how to nurture and preserve cooperation
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Approach

• The Theory: Four canonical forces (Sympathy, Trust, Fear and Greed) affect cooperate / defect 
decisions made by autonomous organizations

• “Government Extended Enterprise (GEE):” “a government network comprising the entire set 
of peer and near-peer entities that work together within an adaptive configuration to bring value to 
its stakeholders” (Adapted from Davis and Spekman 2004)

• Key Assumptions:
― Achieving the network’s public goal depends on cooperation
― Within limits on rationality, decision making was professional and intentional
― GEE actors behave as if power is equally distributed among them

• Hypotheses: In a system of systems S with autonomous components a1 through an, ax’s
levels of Probability of Cooperation with ay will be:

1. positively correlated with ax’s level of Sympathy with respect to ay, 
2. positively correlated with ax’s Trust with respect to ay, 
3. negatively correlated with ax’s level of Greed with respect to ay,
4. negatively correlated with ax’s level of Fear with respect to ay,
5. positively correlated with ay’s History of Behavior

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Methods

• Grounded Theory: Literature review and thought experiment showed where existing definitions 
and theories fall short, and provided key ideas for the new theory 

• Case Studies: Three emergency management cases (running days to decades), each with key 
decisions fed by many actor-to-actor interactions

• Open Data Coding: Used content analysis processes to translate case information into inputs for 
simulation

• Discrete Event Simulation:
― Custom-built computational simulation using game theoretic approach simulates each case 

study. 
― Monte Carlo processes over 10,000 runs of each interaction add randomness to account for 

boundedly rational actors. 
― Sensitivity analysis established the relative importance of each set of parameters and the 

model’s robustness to variance in the input data
• Data Analysis: Exploratory data analysis techniques, nonparametric statistics processes, linear 

modeling and Multiple Correspondence Analysis to understand the data, test the hypotheses and 
investigate key details

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology

Cooperation: activity one actor deliberately and voluntarily carries out that benefits other actors 
individually or collectively, potentially at a cost to the original actor and with no guarantee of a direct 

benefit to itself

For This Effort: 
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Methods
Case Study Process

• Researched potential cases 
(Committee directed use of three 
cases related to emergency 
management)
―Sought cases involving GEEs with 

repeated internal interactions 
centering on “costless” information 
sharing

―Case 1: Successful federal and multi-
state response to 2006 foodborne E. 
coli outbreak (47 interactions)

―Case 2: Design and construction of the 
Lake Ponchartrain and Vicinity 
Hurricane Protection Project (67 
interactions)

―Case 3: Evacuation of New Orleans 
associated with Hurricane Katrina (71 
interactions)

Major Process Steps

1. Determine the series of events and identify Key 
Decision Points

2. Identify the relevant actors

3. Determine actual information exchanges by KDP

4. Determine potential information exchanges by KDP 
and identify critical exchanges

5. Choose decision making strategies by actor for each 
interaction

6. Determine force configuration by actor for each 
interaction

7. Enter step 1 – 6 data into the simulation

8. Run simulation and store input, intermediate and 
output 

9. Conduct EDA and interactions analysis

10.Document observations, conclusions, limitations 
and follow-on work

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Sharer Receiver
Exchange # Agent 

ID
Strategy S T F G Agent 

ID
Strategy S T F G Depends on 

Exchange #
1 a10 1 3 3 0 0 a1 2 2 2 0 0
2 a10 1 3 3 0 0 a4 7 3 3 0 0
3 a10 1 3 3 0 0 a6 8 2 2 1 0
4 a10 1 3 3 0 0 a8 5 2 2 1 0
5 a10 1 3 3 0 0 a11 7 2 2 1 0
6 Critical a6 8 2 2 1 0 a3 3 3 2 1 2 3
7 a6 8 2 3 1 0 a5 2 3 3 1 1 3
8 a6 8 2 2 1 0 a12 4 3 2 1 2 3
9 a6 8 2 2 0 0 a14 6 3 2 2 2 3
10 a4 7 2 2 1 1 a5 2 3 3 1 2 2
11 a12 3 3 1 2 1 a3 8 3 1 2 1 8

Methods
Case Study Research

• Evaluated theory by comparing simulated vs. 
real-world results across 16 Key Decision Points 
covering over 185 interactions

• Validated coding method via statistical 
comparison vs. two trained students’ inputs on 
over 100 interactions

• In scenarios with many interactions, model 
output is sensitive to radically different force 
levels at the beginning of a chain of interaction 
(conditional probabilities)

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Methods
Data Analysis Process for Each Case

• Exploratory Data Analysis evaluated:
― Overall cooperate / defect rates
― Cooperation on critical interactions
― Distribution of actors by role (sharer vs. 

receiver)
― Distribution of strategies by role
― Distribution of ProbC by strategy
― Distribution of ProbC by role-decision pair 

(cooperating / defecting sharers / 
receivers)

― Distribution of ProbC by force level (for 
each force) and hypothesis testing
o Anderson-Darling Test of Normality and Q-Q 

Plots

Interactions Analysis Process

• Linear and logit transformation
― Models addressed small percentage of 

variance
― Data failed 3 required assumptions for 

linear regression
― Unable to integrate data about strategies

• Multiple Correspondence Analysis
― Used FactorMineR in R 3.2.4
― Converted discrete numerical data to 

categorical data to effectively create 9 
contingency tables

― Identified magnitude and direction of 
interactions among force pairs and forces 
paired with strategy

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Hypothesis Testing Details:
Plotting ProbC by Force and Level

Spinach

Levees

Evacuation

Sympathy Trust  Fear
Greed

Directions of correlations are clear and probably linear, 
although Greed appears curvilinear

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Hypothesis Testing Details:
Testing the Null Hypotheses

Anderson-Darling Test Results
A = 1458.9, p-value = < 2.26e-16

Spinach Case Evacuation Case

Anderson-Darling Test Results
A = 5898.9, p-value = < 2.26e-16

Levees Case

Anderson-Darling Test Results
A = 2339.6, p-value = < 2.26e-16

• High “A” and low p-
values give high 
confidence that data 
are not normally 
distributed

• It is interesting to note 
that in all cases, the 
major departures from 
normality are in the 
tails

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Methods
Hypothesis Testing Summary

Conclusions: 
1. Case studies provide strong support for hypotheses 1 – 3 and hypothesis 4 when Greed < 3
2. Follow-on work will require cases with highly greedy actors (for hypothesis 4) and many repeat 

interactions (for hypothesis 5, if needed)
3. HOWEVER, these tests do not account for the potential impact of Strategy. Additional analysis 

conducted in later steps
© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Method
Multiple Correspondence Analysis Findings

Spinach Case*

* Limited diversity of strategies 
and force configurations

Evacuation Case Levees Case

Conclusions: 
1. There are important interactions among all five input variables, although those involving 

Strategy must be evaluated on a situational basis
2. Relative impact of the interactions appears sensitive to the strategies and force 

configurations active in the case
3. It is likely that important interactions among triads of variables exist. Follow-on work should 

investigate these interactions within larger, more diverse cases to gain a clearer picture 
4. Inflation of category inertia within the MCA process used may have affected these results. 

Follow-on work needed using processes recommended by Greenacre (2007) (iterating the 
Burt matrix or Joint Component Analysis)

Variable Pair Rank Relationship
Sympathy and Greed 1 Offsetting
Fear and Greed 2 Reinforcing
Sympathy and Fear 3 Offsetting
Sympathy and Trust 4 Reinforcing
Strategy and Trust 5 Situational
Strategy and Fear 6 Situational
Strategy and Greed 7 Situational
Strategy and Sympathy 8 Situational

Variable Pair Rank Relationship
Strategy and Sympathy 1 Situational
Fear and Greed 2 Reinforcing
Sympathy and Fear 3 Offsetting
Strategy and Trust 4 Reinforcing
Strategy and Greed 5 Situational
Strategy and Fear 6 Situational
Sympathy and Greed 7 Offsetting
Sympathy and Trust 8 Reinforcing

Variable Pair Rank Relationship
Sympathy and Fear 1 Offsetting
Fear and Greed 2 Reinforcing
Strategy and Fear 3 Situational
Sympathy and Trust 4 Reinforcing
Sympathy and Greed 5 Offsetting
Strategy and Sympathy 6 Situational
Strategy and Greed 7 Situational
Strategy and Trust 8 Situational

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Insights

• No force acts in isolation, strategy always matters 
―Choice of strategy opens the way for Greed and/or Fear to influence positive 

correlations, even if Sympathy and/or Trust are Moderate

• Hypothesis 5 (History of Behavior) may not be needed to explain observed 
behavior
― Impact is included in the weights from the behavioral factors

• Case study results mirror real-world events
―Can support additional work linking the forces to the characteristics in the Boardman-

Sauser Theory

• On average, it pays to cooperate
―Organizations who are uncertain should cooperate. Only organizations with anti-

cooperative principles benefit by defecting

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Contributions

• Creates a new theory of how cooperation works in SoS that integrates 
and extends existing theory work without “heroic” assumptions

• Creates a new laboratory (tool and process) capable of producing 
quantified performance and outcome data from real-world situations

• First step in what could be a long-term program to provide a new, 
systems-based way to conceptualize and analyze issues in EE 
governance, especially cooperation (“the science of belonging”)

• Applies and extends SoSE research on the Boardman-Sauser 
characteristics—begins the process of illuminating the lower level 
hierarchy of characteristics

• Contributes to the growing body of interdisciplinary research into 
understanding, creating, sustaining and improving voluntary cooperation 
within extended enterprises

Good support for systems-based theory of why SoS nodes cooperate / defect and a 
straightforward way to test it

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Limitations

• Simulation is essentially deterministic 
―Mean results of any combination of inputs are predictable despite the addition of 

random factors

• Data coding process was adequate, but: 
―May benefit by ensuring coders have pertinent background and SoS knowledge
―More extensive process training

• MCA process may have over-stated some effects

• Limited set of case studies affects generalizability
― Should be large in scope and diverse in subject matter and strategies
― Should enable deeper investigation of variable interactions

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Next Steps
• Re-do interactions analysis using different MCA process

• Develop agent-based simulation:
―Agent behavior produced by interactions of a small set of simple, local rules derived 

from the proposed theory
―Useful rule sets might center on the impact of the forces and strategies as reflected 

by agent movement, proximity or strength and persistence of relationships. After 
developing the simulation, run the same cases used in this effort

―Path forward may resemble simulations developed by Baldwin 

• Research, simulate and analyze additional case studies
―Feasible multi-term projects for upperclassmen or grad students
―Pursue additional domains including cooperation among:
o Research Institutions
o Military organizations • Governments

• NGOs

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Discussion
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Contact

Larry John
ljohn@stevens.edu

larry.john@anser.org
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Outline
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• Summary
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• Approach
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• Contributions, Limitations and Next Steps
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Summary

• Propose and evaluate a new, SoS-based theory 
of cooperation among autonomous 
government organizations
― Strong support for 3 hypotheses about 4 key forces, 

moderate support for hypothesis 4; proposed fifth 
hypothesis may not be needed

― Important reinforcing and offsetting effects exist 
between: 1) pairs of forces, 2) each force and 
strategy, 3) sets of forces and strategy

• Demonstrates a “laboratory” and process for 
further work
― The combination of the theory, simulation and 

coding process produced results that mirror reality

― Model balances sensitivity with robustness to 
variance in input data 

• Significance: 
― Forms the basis for informing / training decision 

makers about how to foster cooperation

― Applies Boardman-Sauser Theory of SoS
Differentiating Characteristics as a key step in the 
“science of belonging”

• Anticipated Follow-On Work:
― Research and analyze additional cases containing 

more diverse force configurations and higher 
numbers of repeat interactions, conduct deeper 
pattern detection among input variables

― Re-do comparative interactions analysis using 
iterated Burt matrix and/or Joint Correspondence 
Analysis

― Develop agent-based simulation using simple 
behavioral rules
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Committee Chair and Members

• Chair: Professor Jon Wade, SSE

• Professor Brian Sauser, University of North Texas

• Professor Tom Wakeman, SES

• Professor Rob Cloutier, University of South Alabama
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Methods
Defining Cooperation

• Review of literature from a variety of hard and soft sciences shows no 
consensus definitions
―Opinions are split on whether cooperation must be mutualistic (benefits both actors) 

or altruistic (benefits only the receiver)
―Mutualism is explained by utilitarian function (Hamilton’s Rule)

• Review shows altruistic cooperation has four key traits:
1. Decision to cooperate must be intentional and voluntary
2. Cooperator must recognize and willingly incur the cost of cooperating
3. Cooperation must benefit at least one other actor, but may benefit more than 

one
4. The cooperator must not require, but may receive benefit, to itself.

Cooperation is activity one actor deliberately and voluntarily carries out that benefits one or more 
other actors individually or collectively, potentially at a cost to the original actor and with no 

guarantee of a direct benefit to itself

For This Effort: 

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Methods
Applying Grounded Theory

• Thought experiment: Why don’t traders in a profit-taking market behave according to 
classical theory? 
― Traders are anonymous, know the rules, and assume everyone is rational
― Essential conditions that promote/inhibit trading:

o Perceived Needs (must haves) and Wants (nice to haves)—a critical dichotomy

o Risk (quantified) and Uncertainty (not quantifiable) require Risk Tolerance

― Yet, booms and busts, persistent relationships, collective action all exist

• Core theory: Canonical forces affect decision making:
― Sympathy and Trust (other-oriented) attract and bind actors over time, Fear and Greed (self-

oriented) drive them apart 
― Sympathy and Trust affect decision making to provide better long term performance (Axelrod) 

promoting collective action (Ostrom) and long-term relationships that promote group-level 
success (EO Wilson, Bowles and Gintis)

― Fear and Greed can inhibit trading (Shefrin, Lopes) and adversely affect ability to predict price 
elasticity (Bronfenbrenner)

― NOTE: Traders must sacrifice anonymity to support development of the histories of behavior 
required to leverage the forces

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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The Theory

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Methods
Implementing the Model

• Java classes provide flexibility

• Actors make share/withhold decisions
– Each actor’s Propensity to Cooperate (PC) is a 

numerical function of decision making strategy 
and a set of weighted relationship parameters 
reflecting the actor’s response to force levels 

Pc = {[w4F4 x w6F6] x [0.25(w1F1+w2bF2+w3F3+w5F5)] – [0.5(w7F7+w8F8)] +6}

– Inputs to PC entered from spreadsheet into XML 
configuration file

– Behavior history tracks prior decisions

– Provision for incorporating risk tolerance

• Each model run evaluates the interactions in 
a case

– Computes and records ProbC, actors’ decisions 
and accrued payoffs

• Outputs are a log and a CSV file that feeds a 
SQL database

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Methods
Mechanizing Strategy in the Model

Strategy

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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Model Implementation Details:
Model Sensitivity Analysis

• Objective: Assess the impact 
of changes to model 
parameters to establish 
robustness with respect to 
variance in the input data

• EDA Method: Build data 
tables and plots while varying 
parameters vs. outputs both 
OFAT and all at once

• Scope of Analysis: 2,816 
possible values
―256 combinations of forces, each 

with four levels
―11 strategies

Conclusions
• Model includes a slight bias in 

favor or cooperation; 
cooperation fails only when pro-
cooperative forces are weak or 
non-existent 

• On its own, Strategy has a minor 
direct effect on decisions

• Model is more sensitive to 
Forces than Strategy—it should 
tolerate moderate 
disagreements among those who 
code case study data

© 2011, Stevens Institute of Technology
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